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• I TIS BEe 0 MIN G of increasing importance to be able to measure
accurately and rapidly high resistances in the range from 1 megohm to
1,000,000 megohms. The volume resistivity of insulating materials is a
fundamental property in predicting their electrical characteris·tics. It
is particularly sensitive to smalJ traces of moisture and so becomes a
valuable measure of moisture content. When this property is used in

conjunction with dielectric FIGURE 1. TYPE 544-B Megohm Bridge
constant and power factor, a
powerful means is offered of
studying the molecular struc
ture of complex dielectrics.

The bar to the successful
use of the Wheatstone bridge
in this high-resistance range
is the relatively low resistance
of the conventional galva
nometer used to indicate
bridge balance. The amount
of power demanded by even a
sensitive wall galvanometer
is such as to make it difficult
to measure resistances greater
than 10 megohms. The use of
a vacuum-tube voltmeter as
the bridge detector com
pletely resolves the difficulty.
It is quite possible to obtain
a tube which presents to the.....
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Galvanometer in plate
('irctlit shows bridge bal.

ance

Oridge voltage

Galvanometer zero ad
jU8unent

N-arm; 5 multiplier steps

For probe to check high
resistance standards

2

YeUow hakeLite (XN.
262) bushing insulates
high terminal from

ground

Unknown reeistor con
necls here

Guard terminal and
ground switch Ior 2- or
3-terminal resistance

measurement

Control switch, selecting
connections shown in

Figure 4

r.::=--- A-arm; Bcale logarithmic
over one decade

FIGURE 2. Panel view of the bridge, identifying
the several controls

bridge a resistance greater than 10,000
megohms and still allows the bridge to be
balanced to 0.1%, using an ordinary
pointer galvanometer in its plate circuit.

AN IMPROVED MEGOHM
BRIDGE

Just such a comhination of Wheatstone
bridge and vacuum-tube voltmeter was
designed in 1933* and has been in use ever
since. Two kinds of measurements have
grown in importance since then - the
leakage resistance of large condensers and
the use of guard electrodes and three
terminal condensers - for which that
bridge was not well adapted. In the TYPE
544-B Megohm Bridge, which is now an
nounced, all the desirable features of the
earlier model are retained (see Figure I).
·R. F. Field, UBridge + Vacuum Tube = Megohm Meter,"
General Radio Experimenter, June-]uly, 1933, pp. 7-9.

In addition, condensers can be measured
for resistance because the voltage applied
to the unknown varies only slightly during
balance, and all sorts of three-terminal re
sistors can be connected because of the
flexibility of the guard terminals and
grounding system.

ACCURACY AND RANGE

The resistance reading of the bridge is
taken from the settings of a five-point
decade multiplier switch and a four-inch
dial, having a scale which is approximately
logarithmic over one decade. These appear
at the bottom of the panel in Figure 2.
The MEGOHMS dial is shown full size in
Figure 3. The main decade is 7 inches long.
Hence the scale length for the resistance
range from 0.1 MQ to 10,000 MO, over
which the accuracy of scale reading is 2%,



3 EXPERIMENTER
is 35 inches. Taking into account the er
rors in the other bridge arms, the accu
racies of the resistance measurements are:

Range Error
.1 MO - 100 MO ± 3%

100 MO - 1,000 MO ± 6%
1,000 MO - 10,000 MO ± 10%

Beyond 10,000 MO the error is essentially
that with which the scale on the MEGOHMS
dial can be read. A resistance of 1,000,000
MO can be detected.

THE BRIDGE CIRCUIT

The bridge is composed of the four arms
A, B, N, P as shown for the OPERATE po·
sition in Figure 4, with the power applied
across the arms A and B and the vacuum·
tube voltmeter connected across the con·
jugate pairs A-N and B-P. For checking
the galvanometer zero, the tube is isolated

from the bridge voltage as shown in the
CHECK position, with the high resistors
Nand P connected to the grid exactly as
in the OPERATE position. The effects of
any voltages, alternating or direct, in the
unknown resistor P and of any grid cur
rent of the tube will not appear in the
bridge balance because they are balanced
out in the zero adjustment. There is also a
CHARGE position, in which the unknown
resistor P is placed across the arm B. This
is valuable in measuring the resistance of
large condensers.

The exact connections of the various
arms are shown in the schematic wiring
diagram in the center of Figure 3. Not all
the standard resistors which make up the
N-arm are wire wound. The two highes t

FIGURE 3. Full·

size reproduction
of the MEG·
OHMS dial, show
ing also the sche·
matic wiring dia·

gram
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are of the less stable metallized-filament
type. Means are provided for connecting
these resistors in the P-arm and measur
ing them in terms of the wire-wound
standards.

TERMINAL CONNECTIONS
All the terminals of the bridge are

grouped together in the upper part of the
panel (Figure 2) to allow the convenient
connection of aU types of resistors. For
measuring all grounded resistors and most
two-terminal resistors, the ground post G
is connected to the Low terminal by the
spring clip provided. This group includes
the insulation resistance of electrical ma
chinery such as generators, motors, and
transformers, electrical equipment such as
rheostats and household appliances, single
conductors, cables, and condensers. For all
resistors having a third terminal, which
may be brought out separately or may be
ground it elf, this third terminal is con
nected to the GUARD terminal as shown in
Figure 6. The ground post G is connected
to whichever of the two terminals, Low
or G ARD, is grounded. The bridge then
measures the direct resistance R D and
rejects the terminal resistance R l andR2•

AU multi-wire cables, multi-circuit trans
formers, and multiple terminal condensers
and networks are included in this type of
measurement. Guard electrodes are fre
quently added to simple two-terminal de
vices to elimina te both surface leakage
and the effect of fringing in discs of insu
lating material. A good example of this
using mercury electrodes is shown in
Figure 5.

The high p.otential terminal and all
leads connected to it are insulated with
low-loss bakelite, X -262, which even
with the existing multiple paths to ground
has a resistance to ground of over 1 MMQ.
The black crackle-finish on the panel is
stripped from around the panel insulator
so that, when the G ARD terminal is
grounded, thel·e will be no leakage over it
to the Low terminal.

RESISTANCE OF CONDENSERS
The leakage resistance of condensers is

measured in the same manner as other re
sistances except when the capacitance is
large, a tenth microfarad or greater. Suf
ficient time must then be allowed to
charge the condenser, through the stand
ard resistance in the N-arm, to the volt
age it will have when the bridge is bal·
anced. The time constant of this circuit,
which is the product of the capacitance in
microfarads and the resistance in meg
ohms, is a convenient measure of this
time interval. When this is more than a
few seconds, time is saved by turning the
control knob to the CHARGE position, as
shown in Figure 4. This applies to the
condenser approximately the same volt·
age as it will have at bridge balance.

This switch position is also useful when
a condenser shows considerable dielectric
absorption and therefore acquires a vol
ume charge. After the initial adjustment,
the galvanometer zero can no longer be
checked in the CHECK position because of
this volume charge. In some types of in
sulation, such as long cables with both
rubber and paper insulation and lami
nated materials like the pasted mica used
in high voltage generators, this volume

FIGURE 4. Schematic bridge diagrams for the three positions of the control knob
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5 EXPERIMENTER
charge reaches huge propo};.tions. It may
require hours and sometimes days to at
tain equilibrium. This effect has fostered
the rule of thumb of observing the resist
ance one minute after the application of
the voltage. Any measurement taken
while this volume charge is flowing is not a
measurement of leakage resistance, but of
charging current. There is no definite re
lationship between the resistance meas
ured at an arbitrary time and the final
steady state resistance. The rate of
change of the instantaneous resistance is
probably of more significance* than the
resistance itself because it suggests by its
magnitude how much greater the final in
sulation resistance will be. It is very easy
to use the bridge for such measurements.
Balance is maintained by adjustment of
the MEGOH~IS dial up to a given time and
the setting then read at leisure. The cur
rent flowing can be easily calculated from
the observed resistance and the voltage
applied to the bridge. It is also possible to
discharge the condenser through the
standard resistance and calculate the
discharge current.

EXTERNAL DECADE RESISTOR
It is possible to replace the logarithmic

resistor with a five-dial TYPE 602 Decade
Resistance Box when the maximum pos
sible accuracy of balance is desired. Re
sistances from 10 kilohms to 10 kilomeg
ohms can then be measured with an ac
curacy of about %%. Sets of high resist
ance standards can be compared over that
same range to an accuracy of 0.1% pro
vided such standards have negligible
voltage coefficients.

doc operation. Either power supply will be
furnished with the bridge as listed below,
while the other one may be obtained as
extra equipment. In the a-c supply the
bridge and tube bias voltages are sta
bilized against line voltage fluctuations by
ballast tubes. Different tubes for the
bridge detector are used for a-c and doc
operation and are furnished as part of
their respective power supplies. These

GUARD

LOW

"=" METAL CONTAINER

FIGURE 5. Cell for solid dielectrics, using mercury
electrodes

tubes are tested for low grid current and a
stock is maintained on hand. The actual
voltage applied to the bridge can be
measured at the BRIDGE terminals on the
left of the panel. These terminals may
also be used for external supply up to 500
volts. This makes it possible to study the
effect of voltage on the resistance of
insulation. - R. F. :FIELD

FIGURE 6. Bridge connections for the measure
ment of direct resistance

UNKNOWN
RESISTOR

POWER SUPPLIES
The voltage normally applied to the

bridge is 90 volts, obtained from one of
two power supplies mounted in back of
the bridge panel, one for a-c, the other for

·R. W. Wiesman, '"Insulation Resistance of Armature
Windings." Electrical Engineering, June, 1934. pp.l 010 lO 1021.
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TYPE 544-B MEGOHM BRIDGE

SPECIFICATIONS

Ran ge and Ace urae y: See table on
page 3.

Termin aIs: The terminals for connect
ing the unknown resistor include connec
tions for guard electrodes so that either
two- or three-terminal resistors can be
measured.

Power Sup ply: Two types of power
supply are available, one using batteries,
the other operating from a 1I5-volt, 40
to 60-cycle a-c line.

Va cuum Tub es: With battery power

supply, a 1D5G detector tube is used; the
a-c power supply uses a 6K7G detector,
two 6X5G rectifiers, and an 874 ballast
tube. All tubes are supplied ,rith the
instrument.

M0 untin g : Shielded oak cabinet.

Dim ens ion s: Cabinet ,rith cover closed,
(,ridth) 872 x (length) 2272 x (height) 8
inches, over-all.

Net Wei ght: With battery power sup
ply, 3034 pounds; with a-c power supply,
2534 pounds.

Type

544-B
544-B I

Battery operated
A-C operated ..

Code Word

ALOOF

ANNOY

Price

$175.00
225.00

REPAIRS YS. OBSOLESCENCE

eOUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT,
through which are handled all customer
complaints, repairs, exchanges, and ad
justments, is often called upon to repair
and rebuild obsolete equipment. Expe
rience has shown that misunderstandings
between manufacturer and customer arise
more often with obsolete instruments than
with current models. The two major
points of disagreement are (1) cost of re
pairs and (2) instrument performance
after repairs are made.

COST

Since each instrument returned for re
conditioning must receive individual at
tention, the work must be handled in
much the same way as a special manufac
turing job. Consequently, the amount of
supervision required per instrument is con
siderably more than that necessary in reg-

ularly scheduled production. An analysis
of the performance characteristics must be
made as well as a schedule of mechanical
repairs. All badly worn or defective parts
must be replaced, resistance elements re
adjusted, and the remainder of the as
sembly thoroughly cleaned and tightened
mechanically. This involves an operating
check on nearly all component parts, and
when these are found defective it is often
difficult to find replacements, particu
larly if the instrument has been obsolete
for any considerable period.

Parts which are of General Radio man
ufacture may not be in stock. While these
can be made, the operation is necessarily
costly because they were originally made
in large quantities. Parts and materials
supplied by other manufacturers may no
longer be available, which necessitates
finding satisfactory substitutes or making




